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ABSTRACT

This work presents the key challenges that Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) implementers face when targeting future non-cache-coherent architectures. It discusses the techniques used to overcome these challenges by distributed JVMs in the literature, and examines their applicability on future non-cache-coherent architectures. It presents new algorithms for software caching, monitor management, and thread scheduling, that take advantage of the hierarchical nature of future non-cache-coherent architectures with coherent-islands. It also builds a proof-of-concept JVM that runs on a 512-core, non-cache-coherent, many-core prototype and present early evaluation results for parts of the proposed algorithms.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary multicore processors rely on hardware cache coherence to implement shared memory abstractions. However, recent literature shows that existing coherence implementations are not scaling well with the number of processor cores. They incur large energy and area costs, increase on-chip traffic, or limit the number of cores per chip [10, 28, 8]. Despite attempts to design less costly or more scalable coherence protocols [19, 21], this problem is yet to be solved.

At the same time hardware architects try to cope with the constantly growing number of cores per processor, proposing modular non-cache-coherent architectures. Such architectures delegate the memory coherency to the software, avoiding the extra overhead –in terms of energy, area, and validation complexity– of coherence protocols. Such examples are the architectures Intel® Runnemede [8], Formic [17], and EUROSERVER [12]. These architectures are designed in a modular way, allowing the combination of various smaller modules to create a big many-core processor. Each module is self-contained and able to interface with other modules. All the architectures provide DMA-like support for transferring data across modules. Each module features multiple cores and a memory module that is shared among them. EUROSERVER, by way of exception, provides cache coherency between the cores of a module.

The lack of cache-coherence renders the software responsible for performing the necessary data transfers to ensure data coherency in parallel programs. However, in high productivity languages, such as Java, the memory hierarchy is abstracted away by the process virtual machines, rendering the latter responsible for the data transfers. Process virtual machines provide the same language guarantees to the developers as in cache-coherent shared-memory architectures. Implementing process virtual machines on top of non-cache-coherent architectures requires special handling of the memory to ensure that the corresponding language’s memory model is adhered.

This work focuses on the development of Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) on non-cache-coherent architectures. Specifically, this work makes the following contributions:

• We present and discuss the key challenges in the implementation of a JVM targeting non-cache-coherent many-core architectures.

• We propose algorithms to overcome those challenges and improve the state-of-the-art. Our algorithms exploit the spatial locality and memory coherency of partially coherent architectures like EUROSERVER.

• We implement the proposed inter-coherent-island techniques, and present early evaluation results.

2. RELATED WORK

In the literature there are several JVM implementations that go beyond a single node or a single address space. Most of these implementations target super-computer clusters, while a few others target heterogeneous systems, but all of them aim to deliver a single system image to the programmer to ease development. Such implementations are relevant to the one proposed in this work, since both clusters and heterogeneous systems impose similar challenges to those imposed by non-cache-coherent many-core architectures. The lack of coherent shared memory creates the need for explicit software memory management to ensure coherency across the system and adherence to the Java Memory Model (JMM) [18]. JMM
defines a set of rules that a Java program execution must satisfy in order to be considered valid. Since multithreaded Java programs are not always deterministic—they can have more than one possible execution—JVMs must restrict the possible executions to those considered valid by JMM.

Next, we briefly present the most noticeable JVM implementations on clusters or heterogeneous systems. Note however that these JVMs, except from Hera-JVM [20], do not adhere to the latest JMM [18]. Note also that we omit implementations relying on Software Distributed Shared Memory (SDSM). SDSM implementations are not as relaxed as the JMM and most of them operate on page granularity while JMM is defined on field granularity (64-bit values or less). As a result SDSM is expected to introduce significant performance and energy overhead by transferring more data than needed, due to false sharing and redundant coherence traffic.

**Cluster JVM (cJVM)** [4] aims to provide a Single System Image (SSI) view of clusters. Each node in the cluster runs an instance of cJVM and all together form the VM. In cJVM, objects are allocated locally, on each node’s heap, and proxies to them are provided to other nodes at remote method invocations. When a node invokes a method through a proxy, if it accesses any of the object’s variables, cJVM redirects execution to the node owning the object to improve performance, by exploiting data locality. The authors call this technique *method shipping*. *Method shipping* is implemented using a set of server threads that handle the *shipped* methods, per cJVM instance. cJVM also hijacks *new* so that allocation of new threads, contrary to that of new objects, can be performed on a remote node. A load balancing routine is invoked at thread allocation to find the *best* node to create the master object. A limitation of cJVM is that in order to scale on a large number of cores it requires parallel programs with balanced data distribution.

**JESSICA2** [31] is a Distributed Java Virtual Machine, that employs a memory abstraction layer, called Global Object Space (GOS). In GOS, each cluster node contributes a portion of the Java heap. Each node reserves a *global heap area* and a *cache heap area*. All threads within a node access the *global heap area* directly, while *cached heap area* accesses are handled by the GOS layer. Each thread has a private cache directory, where it caches objects that reside in remote *cache heap areas*. At cache misses JESSICA2 initiates a data transfer and yields the thread, until the transfer is completed. Furthermore, at synchronization points, cached objects are flushed and re-fetched to conform to JMM. JESSICA2 also introduces the *adaptive object home migration* concept to improve performance for migrated threads. When a thread is migrated to another node, it caches its data to the new node. This results in increased data traffic at synchronization points. To reduce this overhead when a thread’s number of accesses to an object dominate its total number of accesses, this object is migrated to the thread’s node and the remaining nodes are informed about the object’s new *home*. For synchronization actions JESSICA2 sends a message to the *home* node of the synchronization object to handle the synchronization action, something analogous to cJVM’s *method shipping*. This approach is expected to slow down threads requesting a lock from a *busy* *home* node.

**CellVM** [23] is a JVM targeting IBM’s Cell B.E. [25]. Cell B.E. is a heterogeneous chip multiprocessor. It consists of a single Power Processing Element (PPE) and 8 Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs). Each SPE is equipped with 256KB of non-cache-coherent, dedicated local storage. CellVM abstracts away the heterogeneity of the processor and the absence of cache-coherence on the SPEs. CellVM employs a centralized design, where the PPE runs a special VM instance, called the ShellVM, and the SPEs run a lightweight VM, called the CoreVM. The ShellVM is responsible for handling the majority of the CellVM’s internal data structures. On the contrary, CoreVM is mainly a bytecode interpreter. The ShellVM performs all the bookkeeping for CellVM and schedules work to the CoreVMs. However, some special instructions (i.e. memory allocation, synchronization, locking etc.) are not handled by the CoreVM. In such cases the corresponding CoreVM requests the ShellVM to process them. This design is not expected to scale on large number of cores, since it resides on a single coordinator, and increasing the number of coordinators is not trivial.

**Hera-JVM** [20] is another virtual machine targeting Cell B.E. Hera-JVM differs from CellVM in that: a) it offers transparent migration of Java threads between the two core types; b) does not have special types of VMs depending on the core type; c) it improves scalability by enabling SPEs to execute synchronization instructions, allocate memory, etc.; d) it adheres to JMM. Hera-JVM, similarly to CellVM, uses a data and an instruction cache. On a data cache miss, a DMA transfer is initiated to fetch the data and the Java thread blocks until the DMA is completed. The data cache is using a write through policy. Whenever a thread writes to a cached address, a non-blocking DMA is initiated, that copies the new data to the main memory. To conform to JMM, a Java thread blocks until all DMAs are finished before either releasing a lock, writing to a volatile variable, context switching or migrating to another core. Hera-JVM is written in Java and delegates some of its synchronization to its Java implementation with the cost of some additional overhead. For instance, it implicitly writes-back data at context switches due to the fact that context switching is implemented by a synchronized method. Note, however, that context switches, in contrast to thread migrations, do not require any cache operations to adhere to JMM [29].

In this work we target future many-core architectures with hundreds of cores. Such architectures differ from supercomputer clusters in that all the communication is performed on chip. As a result, they feature significantly lower network latency and possibly higher network throughput than super-computer clusters. Additionally, they allow for explicit asynchronous DMA transfers from and to the whole system’s address space. On the contrary, super-computer clusters with interfaces supporting DMA transfers only allow access to a subset of the system’s address space. On the other hand, Cell B.E. shares common characteristics with that of the proposed architectures [8, 17, 12]. However, the low number of cores, on Cell B.E., allows for centralized designs, like CellVM, that use the more powerful PPE as a server. Moreover, although Hera-JVM appears to be better distributed than CellVM, due to the expected large number of cores in future architectures, porting Hera-JVM from Cell B.E. to such an architecture may not result in the expected scalability.

### 3. KEY CHALLENGES

In this section we present and discuss a number of key challenges, found in the related literature that JVM implementers face when the underlying architecture does not provide a coherent shared memory abstraction.
3.1 Memory Management

One of the key challenges is memory management. Java uses a heap for objects and a stack per thread for local variables. JMM defines that the Java heap is global per application. That is, every thread is able to access the whole Java heap. When the underlying hardware provides a shared-memory abstraction, the Java heap is implicitly accessible by every Java thread, since the whole memory is addressable and the hardware is responsible for performing the actual access. In the absence of a hardware shared-memory abstraction, the JVM is responsible to ensure that the whole Java heap is accessible from every thread in the application and that all threads get a coherent view of the Java heap. Java also uses garbage collection for dynamic memory management. The design and implementation of a distributed non-stop-world garbage collector is an open problem. However, it is orthogonal yet complementary to this work, and outside the scope of this paper.

Early attempts to implement distributed JVMs delegated the memory management to SDSM, which as we state in §2 is not expected to perform well, both performance and energy wise. In order to reduce network traffic and execution time, distributed and heterogeneous JVMs implement some kind of software caching [20, 3, 31]. When using software caching, to access a remote object the JVM fetches a local copy; to make dirty copies globally visible it writes them back (write-back); and to free space in its cache or force an update on the next access it invalidates local copies. Since memory accesses are very common, software caches need to be efficient and require careful management to avoid redundant operations. JMM defines when the Java heap should be updated so that all threads get a coherent view of it. However, cache operations are not exposed to JMM, making it hard to understand and implement on top of software caches.

JDMM [29] is an extension of JMM that exposes such operations to the programming model and argues about when they should commit to ensure adherence to JMM. JDMM’s rules aim to be as relaxed as possible, so as to accept all legal executions that adhere to the JMM. For instance, the JDMM intuitively states that a write-back and its corresponding fetch may be executed anytime in the time window between a write and the corresponding read, given that the write happens-before [15] this read. For instance, in Figure 1 the thread T1 performs a write that happens-before the corresponding read in thread T2. The happens-before relationship is a result of the monitor release, m-exit, by T1 and the subsequent monitor acquisition, m-enter, by T2. The time window that JDMM allows the write-back and its corresponding fetch to be performed is the big black dashed rectangle.

This flexibility on when these operations can be executed, allows for great optimization in theory. However, in practice it is very difficult to even estimate this time window. The JVM needs to keep extra information for every field in the program and constantly update it. It needs to know the sequence of lock acquisition, who was the last writer, if their write has been written-back, and whether the cached value (if any) is consistent with the main memory or not. Implementing these over software caching seems prohibiting, as the cost of the bookkeeping and the extra communication is expected to be much higher than the expected benefits regarding energy, space, and performance.

As a result, JVMs targeting non-cache-coherent architectures end up writing back all dirty data before a release operation and invalidating all data at an acquisition operation, in order to force a re-fetch of the cached data. This approach is safe and sound, but shrinks the time window, thus limiting the optimization space. A visualization of the shrunk time windows is presented in Figure 1. The red dashed rectangle on the upper left corner of the big rectangle is the time window in which the write-back can be executed. Respectively the green dashed rectangle on the lower right corner is the time window in which the corresponding fetch can be executed. However, even this way, the software caching benefits are significant, making software caches a key component of JVMs targeting non-cache-coherent architectures.

In this work we present a software cache scheme that aims to minimize memory transfers while adhering to JMM.

3.2 Synchronization

The JMM defines several synchronization pairs, from which monitorenter–monitorexit, and wait–notify, are the only explicit ones. The first pair ensures mutually exclusive access to critical sections, while the second explicitly orders concurrent threads. The wait–notify pair is tightly coupled with monitors since a wait operation may only be executed by a thread owning the corresponding object’s monitor.

In Java, each object can be used as a lock, which is achieved with monitors. In most JVMs this implies one extra field per object that is used as the monitor. At monitor acquisition (enter) and release (exit) points the JVM not only needs to ensure proper data handling (see §3.1) but also needs to ensure that monitor acquisitions are consistent with mutual exclusion. That is, a monitor may only be owned by a single thread at any time, allowing for that single thread to own the monitor multiple times—re-entrant acquisition. There are three ways to acquire an object’s monitor: a) by executing a synchronized instance method of that object, b) by executing the body of a synchronized block that synchronizes on the object, and c) for objects of type Class, by executing a synchronized static method of that class.

In shared memory machines, monitors are implemented using instructions like load-link/store-conditional, compare-and-swap, etc. Such instructions are usually not available across coherent-islands in distributed memory architectures, thus JVM implementers need to provide a solution independent of those instructions for synchronizing cores across different coherence-islands. In this work we propose the use of dedicated cores that handle monitors.

---

![Figure 1: Time window example.](image1.png)

![Figure 2: The memory abstraction.](image2.png)
Note that we do not consider `java.util.concurrent` here. This library is targeted to shared-memory machines and is usually implemented directly with atomic primitives provided by shared memory architectures. We believe that on non-cache-coherent architectures `java.util.concurrent` should be implemented from scratch, to make it efficient, and explicitly perform the needed software cache operations where needed, which is out of this paper’s scope.

### 3.3 Thread Scheduling

On large numbers of cores, thread scheduling is another key challenge. Most JVMs on shared-memory machines delegate this job to the operating system (OS). However, in non-cache-coherent architectures the OS is expected to be comprised of multiple OS instances that rely on the application to perform the thread scheduling [13]. When implementing a JVM, such schemes must be abstracted away, since Java does not expose architectural and OS details. Issues that cannot be solved by the OS and increase the complexity of a JVM for non-cache-coherent architectures include thread synchronization, over-subscription of threads to cores, blocking and context-switching threads, load balancing of threads to cores, and dynamic or non-balanced thread creation and destruction.

Following task-based programming models, we propose the use of light-weight tasks in applications with irregular parallelism. Related works studying Java extensions for tasks show good results [7, 14]. On shared memory architectures the dominating load balancing algorithm for task-based applications is that of work stealing [6]. Work stealing on shared-memory machines is implemented using a lock-free double-ended queue (deque), essentially relying on atomic operations like compare-and-swap and fetch-and-add [9] that might not be available across coherent-islands in non-cache-coherent architectures. The deque owner pops and pushes tasks to the bottom of the deque, while idle cores pop tasks from the top of the deque. Previous work [11, 30, 22] has presented a few implementations of the work-stealing algorithm for clusters with an RDMA interconnect.

Although task-based programming appears to be promising, the scheduling problem of legacy code remains open. In this work we present a hybrid algorithm that allows work-dealing —coordinated thread exchange— across coherent-islands and work-stealing within coherent-islands.

### 4. DESIGN

This section examines the applicability of existing techniques to non-cache-coherent architectures, regarding the key challenges discussed in §3. We explain cases where existing techniques are inefficient and propose alternative solutions.

#### 4.1 Memory Management

Since future non-cache-coherent architectures are expected to feature tens or hundreds scratchpad memories we need a way to distribute the Java heap on them. In our design we follow the JESSICA2 [31] paradigm and split the local memories in three parts. The first two parts are the global heap area and the cache heap area. The third part is reserved for the needs of the JVM itself, i.e., Java stacks, native stacks and native heap. Figure 2 gives an overview of the resulting scheme, excluding the native memory part. On the left side there are several computation blocks with four cores in each of them. Each computation block connects directly to its local scratchpad memory. Each scratchpad memory is split in a cache heap area, marked in orange, and a global heap area, marked in cyan. Caches fetch or write-back items from or to remote global heap areas, respectively. The conjunction of all the global heap areas, forms the Java heap, similarly to PGAS models. Accesses to the local global heap area are direct while accesses to remote global heap areas get cached in the cache heap area. New objects are allocated on the local global heap area, unless it runs out of space in which case a request is sent to a remote global heap area.

Partitioning the Java heap raises the need for caching to improve performance. To access an object that is located in a remote global heap area, a DMA transfer for each access would be too expensive. To reduce the overhead, we propose the use of software caching. The cache heap area is managed by a software cache implementation, working at object granularity. We choose to go with object granularity, since in object oriented programming languages the fields of an object are usually tightly coupled, and accesses to them usually occur near to each other. Caching whole objects exploits the spatial and temporal locality of objects’ field accesses. In the case of arrays, we follow the approach of [20] and propose the fetch of array chunks instead of the whole array at once. Though, instead of setting a byte size limit to the chunks, we suggest setting a threshold to the number of elements, e.g., chunks of 100 elements instead of 1KB chunks. This way the performance of loops accessing array elements is bound by the number of iterations instead of the size of the elements, which we believe is more intuitive and helps to better understand the application’s behavior.

JESSICA2 [31] uses a separate cache heap area per Java thread. The authors argue that a) this approach is closer to the JMM definition, b) it prevents threads from invalidating cached objects of other threads, and c) the smaller cache size results in more efficient parsing, e.g., at flush operations.

In this work we propose a hybrid approach, where read accesses are cached into a shared per-core cache, while write accesses are cached into a private per-Java-thread cache. In Java, the distinction between read and write accesses is easy without compiler support, since there are different bytecodes for each (e.g. getfield/putfield). The shared cache increases the cache hit rate, while the private cache reduces the delay of cache flushes. When reading a remote object, the JVM first queries the private cache, and in the case of a miss continues by querying the shared cache. If both queries fail, then the JVM fetches the remote object to the shared cache. When writing on a remote object, the JVM first queries the thread’s private cache, and in the case of a miss fetches the object to it. Write-backs are straight forward; the JVM for each dirty field in the private cache, writes it back, copies it to the shared cache and invalidates it in the private cache. This way, we ensure that the private cache only holds dirty data. To avoid the invalidation of the whole shared cache at synchronization points, we use a bitmap for each shared cache entry to mark which threads had used that entry. Note that in our design it is possible for different threads on the same coherence-island to observe different cached values because of the private caches. This is safe, since in non data-race-free (DRF) programs the reader thread will have to synchronize with the writer first, and thus obtain the latest value.

To adhere to the JMM, we propose the intuitive approach of ensuring that at release actions all dirty data are written-back and at acquire actions all cache entries are invalidated. To avoid long blocking release actions, we set an upper bound
of dirty data in the private caches. This sets an upper bound to the release actions’ blocking time. When this threshold is reached, the JVM initiates asynchronous write-backs of the dirty data in the releasing thread’s private cache. A lower threshold results in better communication and computation overlap, as well as shorter release actions. However, a low threshold may result in multiple write-backs of the same data, if that data are written more than once in the corresponding critical section. On the other hand, higher thresholds tend to result in longer release actions for critical actions that write many data, and less computation and communication overlap to hide the overhead. Since the fine tuning of the threshold depends on the nature of its critical section, a possible optimization is the use of the just-in-time (JIT) compiler to set a different threshold per case. JIT compilers are ubiquitous in modern JVMs and generate optimized code by profiling code segments.

Regarding the replacement policy of the cache, we avoid the book-keeping overhead of popular cache algorithms, like LRU, LFU etc. Since shared caches are invalidated at acquire operations, we expect the case of running out of space in the shared cache to be rare. As a result, when there is not enough space left in it, we invalidate the whole shared cache. Emptying the cache increases the number of fetches, but simplifies the allocation algorithm, since there is no deallocation or fragmentation. In the case of private caches we rely on the aforementioned threshold on the number of dirty data in the private caches.

4.2 Synchronization

To provide mutual exclusive access to monitors, a centralization point per object is necessary. In shared memory architectures this centralization point is the monitor field of the object. Multiple threads compete to acquire ownership of that field through atomic operations. In non-cache-coherent architectures, however, atomic operations are not always available, but even when they are, high contention on a single memory address is expected to reduce performance. A trivial approach is to move the centralization point from the object’s monitor to the computation block attached to the global heap area where the object resides. This, however, is expected to slow down monitor acquisition when the corresponding computation block happens to be busy, since the requester will need to wait for the computation block to serve its request. An interrupt driven approach could reduce this delay at the cost of interrupting the application’s workload, which might add variable overhead to the application, depending on the hardware implementation of interrupts.

In this work, we propose the use of specialized cores that act as synchronization managers (SMs). Each SM is responsible for a subset of objects in the heap. These subsets need to be evenly distributed across SMs and comprise non-contiguous memory addresses to better distribute the requests. The SM employs a message queue that it constantly polls for requests. To further improve energy efficiency, we suggest an interruption driven model where the SM idles until a message arrives. This model, however, relies on the efficiency of the interruption handling mechanisms and may significantly affect performance, depending on the underlying architecture.

Although the use of specialized cores has the disadvantage of sacrificing some computing resources, we consider it a fair trade-off. Specialized cores reduce the latency of monitor acquisition by being highly available. Furthermore, in architectures with heterogeneous cores or configurable hardware, SMs can be run on low-end energy efficient cores, since the computation requirements are low.

To enter a monitor, threads send a request to the corresponding SM and then yield. SMs hold a record for each monitor they are responsible for. This record holds the owner of the monitor. When serving a request, the SM checks whether the object is available —its owner is null. If available, then it proceeds with updating its owner and sends back a message with the current owner. Since monitor-acquisition is blocking, the program only proceeds after the monitor is acquired. To reduce network traffic, contention, and energy consumption, we extend the record by adding an acquisition queue. This way, when a monitor is assigned to a different thread, instead of sending a negative reply, we add the requesting thread to the acquisition queue. Later, when the monitor becomes available, the SM checks the acquisition queue and if it is not empty de-queues the oldest requester and assigns it as the new owner of the monitor. Finally, a message is sent back to the core of the requester to wake up the requester and notify it about the successful monitor acquisition. Since the requester thread cannot make any progress until that message arrives, the JVM does not reschedule it until then. If there are no runnable threads in the threads queue the requester thread will be immediately scheduled to run when the reply arrives. If, however, the threads queue is not empty then another thread will start running and the requester thread will just be placed back to the threads queue when the reply arrives.

To further reduce network traffic, contention on the synchronization manager, and energy consumption, we propose the reuse of a monitor up to a threshold of \( T \) times, from threads that run on the same coherent-island. A monitor acquired by a thread may be directly assigned to another thread running on the same coherent-island without notifying the SM. \( T \) is used to provide fairness among threads running on different coherent-islands and avoid starvation. To achieve this, we introduce the local monitor, essentially an extension of the record used in the synchronization manager, that is comprised of: a) the monitor’s owner; b) a concurrent queue, called acquisition queue, that holds the threads waiting to acquire the monitor; c) the nesting level; and d) a counter of continuous acquisitions of that monitor. Local monitors are stored in a concurrent, local per coherent-island, data-structure associating objects with local monitors.

When a thread requests ownership of an object’s monitor, it first checks the concurrent data-structure for a local monitor. In the trivial case, where the local-monitor exists and is owned by the current thread, the JVM locally increases the nesting level. If a local-monitor does not exist the threads creates one and tries to add it to the data-structure. We rely on the data-structure’s implementation to atomically insert the new monitor and in case of failure due to a race, to return an error. Then if the local-monitor is available, the requesting thread races with other threads, from the same coherent-island trying to enter the same monitor, to atomically set its owner. The winner then increases the local-monitor’s nesting level and sends a request to the SM before yielding until it gets a positive reply to its request. The remaining threads (losers) get added to the local monitor’s acquisition queue and yield until the monitor gets assigned to them by a releasing thread or they get a positive reply to their request. The same happens when the monitor is already owned by
another thread. Note that the JVM needs to check for replies regarding threads in the acquisition queue, although these threads never explicitly send a request to the SM. This is a side-effect of the monitor release that we describe next.

When a thread releases a monitor, it first decreases locally the nesting level. If the nesting level is not zero it returns, since the monitor is still owned by the releasing thread. If the nesting level reaches zero, the JVM checks if there are any threads on the same coherent-island waiting to acquire the monitor. If not, the JVM resets the acquisition counter and the owner, and sends a release request to the SM. In the case that there are other threads waiting for the monitor on the same coherent-island, the JVM dequeues a thread from the queue and checks whether the monitor reuse threshold is reached. If not, it proceeds by assigning the monitor to the dequeued thread and increasing the reuse counter. If the threshold is reached it sends a release request followed by an acquire request for the dequeued thread to the SM. This last step keeps the remote messages count low, since for each object only a single outstanding acquire request is allowed per coherent-island. This request, however, is generated for a different thread than the current one. This is why the entering threads yield until they either get the monitor from an exiting thread, or get a positive reply from the SM.

This design reduces the contention on the SMs and the network in three different ways: a) limiting the requests per coherent-island—each coherent-island has up to one outstanding acquire request per object; b) combining monitor acquisitions—each monitor can be reused up to $T$ times before returning it to the SM; c) distributing monitor management—each local monitor keeps information about nested acquisition eliminating redundant messages to the SM.

Another benefit is that it reduces remote memory transfers caused by software cache write-backs. JMM defines that all writes performed before a release operation, must become visible to reads performed after a subsequent acquire operation of the same monitor. As long as the monitor ownership stays in a single coherent-island and there are no other interleaving synchronization operations, the writes performed in the critical section protected by that monitor do not need to be written back to the remote memory. They only need to become visible to the thread, within the coherent-island, that acquires the monitor next. Since the JVM is aware of the monitor acquisition sequence, it is able to transfer data between the private caches of the corresponding threads. Directly copying between the private caches has the benefit of transferring data within the coherent-island, which is more efficient than writing them back to the main memory and fetching them again. Finally, when the monitor is released to the SM only the releasing thread needs to issue write-backs to remote memories for its software cache dirty entries.

Since object-wait and object-notify are tightly coupled with monitors, we delegate them to the SM as well. We further extend the monitor records in the SMs to include a wactors queue. When a thread invokes wait() on an object, a release request combined with a wait request is sent to the SM. The SM enqueues the thread to the waiters queue and releases the monitor. Respectively, when a thread invokes notify(), a notify request is sent to the SM, which dequeues a thread from the waiters queue and notifies it. The notification itself may be implemented as a message, a remote write, or even a remote interrupt. In the case of notifyAll(), a slightly different request is sent to the SM, which dequeues and notifies all threads in the waiters queue.

### 4.2.1 Volatile Variables

Another challenging part is the support of volatile variables. In Java, volatile reads act as acquire operations, while volatile writes act as release operations. That said, after a volatile read any data visible to the last writer of the corresponding volatile variable must become visible to the reader. Volatile accesses are usually implemented using memory fences provided by the underlying architecture [16]. Since non-cache-coherent architectures do not provide memory fences, in our implementation we rely on synchronization managers to ensure a total ordering between the various accesses to a volatile variable. Essentially we treat volatile accesses as synchronized blocks protected by a special monitor, unique per volatile variable. Therefore, we write back and invalidate any cached data before volatile accesses, and write back the dirty data immediately after volatile writes. This approach comes at the cost of unnecessary cache invalidations in the case of volatile writes, which should not be often since volatile variables are usually employed as a completion, interruption or status flag [24, §3.1.4]—meaning they are being mostly read during their life-cycle. A side-effect of this implementation is the provision of mutual exclusion to concurrent accesses on the same volatile variable. Since Formic provides no guarantees about the atomicity of memory accesses, we rely on this side-effect to ensure a volatile read will never return an out-of-thin-air value due to a partial update.

### 4.3 Thread Scheduling

To solve the thread scheduling problem, we propose the use of lock free deques within coherent-islands, and message passing across coherent-islands. The use of deques aims to allow for efficient work-stealing within the coherent-islands. Each core may queue and dequeue threads to and from the bottom of its deque. In case its deque becomes empty, it tries to steal threads from other cores in its coherent-island. If after a number of attempts it fails to find work it attempts to get work from another coherent-island.

For inter-coherent-island scheduling we propose the use of a work-dealing algorithm instead of work-stealing, similarly to [2]. Our work-dealing algorithm differs from that of [2] in that it solely relies on message passing and does not depend on atomic operations. In work-dealing algorithms, the cores coordinate and decide together how to balance work. In our design, the coordination happens through messages. That implies, however, that idle cores need to wait for active cores to reply back, essentially delaying the load-balancing process. On the other hand, filling cores’ replies will be immediate, meaning that an idle core ends up waiting only when there is work on the remote core. Since such message exchanges impose overhead to the network, we propose the use of the half-steal approach, which [11] shows to be a good fit for distributed architectures. In half-steal, instead of taking a single thread, the requester takes half the threads from the remote queue. This way, it is less likely to run out of work in a short period of time. Additionally, fetching more than one thread allows for other threads in the requester’s coherent-island to steal from its deque. To further improve performance we suggest the use of heuristics when choosing which threads to hand over to the requester thread. For instance, threads that have not been started
procedure is responsible for handling the request

As a result, after attempting to steal some work from neighboring threads, on the same coherent-island. When a few of the threads on an island are idle—their dequeues are empty—it means that there is not enough work for everyone on this island. As a result, we put a threshold \( X \) to the number of steal attempts from neighbors. If \( X \) dequeues on an island are empty, then there is probably not enough work to utilize every core on the island. As a result, after attempting \( X \) steals without success, the JVM tries to find work on remote islands. We heuristically use the ceiling of the square root of the number of cores \( C \) per coherent-island as the value of \( X \), \( X = \lceil \sqrt{C} \rceil \). We base our choice on the reasoning that if a core observes \( \sqrt{C} \) idle cores, then these cores have probably also observed \( \sqrt{C} \) idle cores totalling approximately \( C \) observed idle cores. Since at least \( X \) more threads are also looking for work, we need to periodically come back and check our neighbors’ dequeues as well. To achieve this, we set a threshold \( Y \) on the number of failed remote requests. Following the reasoning above, we suggest the use of the ceiling of the square root of the number of coherent-islands as the value of \( Y \). Note that apart from stealing, the deque might get some work from a new thread started by another thread, as we discuss below.

The **Steal Request Handler** procedure is straightforward. If the receiving thread is idle, it sends back a **NACK**, notifying the requester it has no available work to hand over. On the other hand, if it has some threads in its deque, it dequeues half of them and sends them to the requester.

To further improve load balancing, we push fresh threads to other cores. This way we expect to improve the performance of applications without nested threads—threads that create other threads recursively to inherently distribute threads. When starting a new thread, the **Start New Thread** procedure is invoked. The JVM picks, at random, a core from the same coherent-island and sends a schedule request to it, if its deque is not full. Otherwise it picks, at random, an island and sends a schedule request to it. The **Schedule Request Handler** procedure is responsible for handling the request accordingly. If the receiver’s deque happens to be full, it randomly picks another island and forwards the request to that island. Alternatively, if its deque is not full it adds the new thread to its deque. Since the handler never sends back a reply, there is no need for the threads sending schedule requests to wait for a reply, allowing for faster thread creation and start, when using non-nested threading.

In distributed environments the implementation of thread join is also far from trivial. In shared memory architectures, at high level, a thread joining on another thread can yield and periodically wake up to check the status of that thread. When the status reflects that the thread finished, then it may proceed. On non-cache-coherent environments, however, this is not efficient. Once again we delegate this process to the SM. Thread join can be implemented with the use of wait and notify. A thread calling the join function essentially waits on that object, which notifies all waiters when it finishes. Following that scheme, we extend monitor records in the synchronization manager to include a new **joiners queue**. Similarly to wait(), when a thread invokes join() it gets added to the joiners queue of the corresponding Thread object’s monitor. On thread completion, an analogous to notifyAll is invoked and the SM dequeues and notifies all joiners in the queue.

### 4.3.1 Load Balancing

When a thread yields, the JVM invokes procedure **Schedule Next Thread**, which first checks the current thread’s deque for available threads. On failure and while the deque remains empty, it tries to steal some work from neighboring threads, on the same coherent-island. When a few of the threads on an island are idle—their dequeues are empty—it means that there is not enough work for everyone on this island. As a result, we put a threshold \( X \) to the number of steal attempts from neighbors. If \( X \) dequeues on an island are empty, then there is probably not enough work to utilize every core on the island. As a result, after attempting \( X \) steals without success, the JVM tries to find work on remote islands. We heuristically use the ceiling of the square root of the number of cores \( C \) per coherent-island as the value of \( X \), \( X = \lceil \sqrt{C} \rceil \). We base our choice on the reasoning that if a core observes \( \sqrt{C} \) idle cores, then these cores have probably also observed \( \sqrt{C} \) idle cores totalling approximately \( C \) observed idle cores. Since at least \( X \) more threads are also looking for work, we need to periodically come back and check our neighbors’ dequeues as well. To achieve this, we set a threshold \( Y \) on the number of failed remote requests. Following the reasoning above, we suggest the use of the ceiling of the square root of the number of coherent-islands as the value of \( Y \). Note that apart from stealing, the deque might get some work from a new thread started by another thread, as we discuss below.

The **Steal Request Handler** procedure is straightforward. If the receiving thread is idle, it sends back a **NACK**, notifying the requester it has no available work to hand over. On the other hand, if it has some threads in its deque, it dequeues half of them and sends them to the requester.

To further improve load balancing, we push fresh threads to other cores. This way we expect to improve the performance of applications without nested threads—threads that create other threads recursively to inherently distribute threads. When starting a new thread, the **Start New Thread** procedure is invoked. The JVM picks, at random, a core from the same coherent-island and sends a schedule request to it, if its deque is not full. Otherwise it picks, at random, an island and sends a schedule request to it. The **Schedule Request Handler** procedure is responsible for handling the request accordingly. If the receiver’s deque happens to be full, it randomly picks another island and forwards the request to that island. Alternatively, if its deque is not full it adds the new thread to its deque. Since the handler never sends back a reply, there is no need for the threads sending schedule requests to wait for a reply, allowing for faster thread creation and start, when using non-nested threading.

In distributed environments the implementation of thread join is also far from trivial. In shared memory architectures, at high level, a thread joining on another thread can yield and periodically wake up to check the status of that thread. When the status reflects that the thread finished, then it may proceed. On non-cache-coherent environments, however, this is not efficient. Once again we delegate this process to the SM. Thread join can be implemented with the use of wait and notify. A thread calling the join function essentially waits on that object, which notifies all waiters when it finishes. Following that scheme, we extend monitor records in the synchronization manager to include a new **joiners queue**. Similarly to wait(), when a thread invokes join() it gets added to the joiners queue of the corresponding Thread object’s monitor. On thread completion, an analogous to notifyAll is invoked and the SM dequeues and notifies all joiners in the queue.

### 5. Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed algorithms we implement them in DiSquawk [1], our open-source proof-of-concept JVM, that targets non-cache-coherent many-core processors. Due to the lack of access to commercially available non-cache-coherent many-core processors on the scale of hundreds of cores, we deploy DiSquawk on Formic-cube [17], a hardware processor prototype emulating such an architecture. Note however that Formic-cube as a prototype exhibits some limitations. One of them is the lack of coherent islands. As a result, DiSquawk does not implement all the mechanisms discussed in §4, but focuses on the ones we consider mostly unexplored by previous literature—the inter-coherent-island mechanisms. Intra-coherent-island mechanisms mainly focus on the use of atomic operations and concurrent data-structures, that are thoroughly studied in the literature.

Formic-cube consists of 64 computation blocks, each featuring 8 cores, totaling 512-cores. Each computation block has direct access to a private scratchpad of 128 MB, and RDMA access to the remote scratchpads. Each core is equipped with a mailbox—a hardware queue where it can receive messages from other cores on the system. Each core also features a two-level, non-coherent, cache hierarchy. Formic-cube does not provide atomic operations on memory addresses.

DiSquawk is implemented as a combination of modified Squawk VM [26] instances, each running on a different core of Formic-cube, utilizing all the available cores. These instances only differ from each other in that they each have a unique ID equal to the core ID, and access a different **global heap area** and **cache heap area**. To avoid the overhead of transferring bytecode to caches, we keep a copy of the application in the native memory of each modified Squawk instance.

To implement the distributed Java heap as described in §4.1, we create a PGAS scheme. We use the most significant bits (MSBs) of a memory address as the unique identification of a scratchpad memory. The remaining bits are used as the relative address inside that scratchpad memory. The number of bits reserved for the scratchpad memories identification is calculated by \( \lceil \log_2(N) \rceil \), where \( N \) is the number of scratchpad memories in the system. Since Formic-cube does not provide coherent-islands, we further slice the **global heap areas** in 8 equal slices, one per core.

### 5.1 Software Caches

For the software cache implementation we employ a double hashing hashtable. The first hash function uses a combination of the object’s relative placement in its home’s global heap area, and its home ID. This way, we avoid collisions between objects with the same relative placement on different scratchpads. Such cases are expected to be common, since every DiSquawk instance is identical and expected to behave similarly. The second hash function uses the 9 MSBs of the address, where the first 6 MSBs denote the home scratchpad and the next 3 bits denote the home core. This way, objects from different homes follow different probes.

Normally, for only to-be-written memory chunks there is
no need to perform a fetch before writing, since the fetched data will eventually be overwritten. Formic-cube, however, only supports write-backs of cache-line granularity. As a result, DiSQuawk needs to first fetch the cache-lines that will be written, to avoid writing back random data for the non-written part. This also restricts concurrent accesses to a single cache-line. Two threads are not allowed to write on different parts of a single cache-line, since at the write-back the second writer of the cache-line would overwrite any writes performed by the first one. We implement this by modifying DiSQuawk’s allocator to work on cache line granularity. This way we restrict each cache-line to a single object. However, correctly synchronized writes to different fields of an object may still produce invalid executions if the fields happen to be in the same cache-line and the writes are executed concurrently, since one or more of the writes might get lost. In our experiments we avoid such scenarios by using the object’s monitor to access all the fields of a single object.

5.2 Synchronization Manager

For the SMs we reserve one of the Formic-boards. On each core of this board we deploy a SM. The SMs constantly poll their mailbox for incoming requests and directly serve any available requests. To find the number of SMs needed to efficiently handle the requests from 504 cores —the cores left after reserving a board for the SMs— we create a micro-benchmark with 504 threads that each requests to enter a different monitor. We run it with a single SM and present the results in Figure 3a. The results show that a single SM is able to handle up to 256 cores; after that point it starts to become a bottleneck. More interestingly, as shown in Figure 3b, the throughput of a single SM drops suddenly at certain numbers of cores. This is caused by the mailbox getting full. Each request is of 8 B size. Each thread in the benchmark can have an outstanding monitor-exit request (non blocking) and an outstanding monitor-enter request (blocking). As a result in the worst case scenario, each thread has 16 B in the SM’s hardware queue. Since the hardware queue is of 4 KB size, in the worst case scenario, where the SM request handling rate is much lower than the requests generation rate by the threads, it can handle up to 256 threads. The measurements show, however, that we only manage to fill the hardware queue and start getting NACKs after 365 threads. As the number of cores increases further, we observe two more sudden drops, which we attribute to the increased number of NACKs and network packages in the network.

In Figure 3c we present the results from varying the number of SMs in the same micro-benchmark when running with 504 threads. The results show that the peak throughput —aggregated throughput of all the SMs in the system— is reached when using 3 SMs. However, we believe that this is an artifact of the slow interpreter that fails to generate requests at a faster pace. Native measurements have shown that a number of 8 SMs is needed to handle 504 cores.

5.2.1 Impact of Queuing Requests

To evaluate the impact of queuing requests in the SM, instead of retrying with NACKs and retrying (see §4.2), we use a benchmark that spawns multiple threads, that each tries to acquire and release a monitor 100 times. To maximize contention all threads act on the same monitor and perform no other workload other than the acquires and releases.

Figure 4a presents the total execution time in millions of clock cycles, when queuing is enabled (blue bars), and when it is disabled (orange bars). We observe a maximum 3× speedup at 504 cores. We observe that the higher the contention, the higher the difference. At a low number of threads this happens because the SM always finds a request to serve in its queue and can immediately process it and notify the corresponding thread. At a high number of threads, in addition to the high availability of requests, we reduce the network contention by reducing the messages.

Figure 4b presents the total throughput, as monitor enters per one thousand clock cycles, measured at the SM for the same runs. We observe that when queuing is enabled for runs with more than 15 threads, the SM is able to handle 9 monitorenters per one million clock cycles. On the contrary, when queuing is disabled, the SM’s monitorenter handling rate starts to decrease after 15 cores. This is a result of the additional network traffic, the contention it creates, and the fact that the SM’s mailbox is constantly full, resulting in the SM being mostly busy with sending NACKs.

Note that the SM’s throughput is much higher than 9 operations per one million clock cycles, as shown in Figure 3b. In this micro-benchmark however, the throughput is bound by the rate at which a thread is able to acquire and release a monitor, since all threads race for the same monitor. Our measurements show that a SM spends about 400 clock cycles to handle a monitorenter operation, and 600 clock cycles to handle a monitorexit operation under high contention. This cost is lower under no contention, since the SM does not perform queue operations.

5.3 Scheduler

Due to the lack of coherent-islands we are not able to implement the hybrid load balancing mechanism presented in §4.3. Instead, we use a variation of the Start New Thread and Schedule Request Handler procedures. In our implementation the procedures pick, at random, a core from the whole system to send the schedule request.

To improve performance we use the Thread class as a wrapper for the internal Squawk’s VMThread class. Thread’s instances hold the thread’s state, and references to the target Runnable and the corresponding VMThread instance. When the thread’s state is NEW, its VMThread reference is null. After scheduling the thread, the core that serves the schedule request is responsible to create a VMThread instance, associate it with the thread’s Thread instance, and change its state to running. The VMThread instance is holding the thread’s stack and runtime information for that thread. As a result, by allocating a thread locally to the global heap space of the core where it was scheduled, we avoid using the cache for every memory access on its stack. Additionally, since the thread’s state is only changed at the beginning and at the end of the thread’s life we keep it at the thread’s initial host core. This way, threads querying the state of another thread synchronize with the Thread instance instead of the VMThread instance. When the thread reaches completion it updates its Thread instance to DEAD, without acquiring the monitor, writes back the cached Thread instance, and notifies any joiners through the SM. Note that this is safe, since only one core —the one running the thread— can change its state.

To evaluate the performance of our approach we use a micro-benchmark that creates a single thread and schedules it to a remote idling core, then it joins on it and completes. Our measurements show that from the invocation of
Thread.start() to the actual run of the thread on an idle core it takes 18640 clock cycles on average. Of this time DiSquawk spends: 1.6% to choose a remote core and to construct and issue the schedule request; about 0.5% for the schedule request transfer itself; 28% to allocate and construct the new VMThread instance; 55% to initialize the VMThread instance; 4% to allocate the stack; 1% to add it to the runnable’s queue; 8% waiting for the JVM to schedule it; and the remaining 2% in other more fine-grained tasks. Our experiment shows that most time is spent in computations performed in Java, since Squawk is written in Java. We expect even faster thread scheduling in modern JVMs, that support JIT compilation. Regarding thread completion, our measurements show that from the end of a thread till one of its joiners gets notified, it takes around 20000 clock cycles. Of this time DiSquawk spends about 15% for the bookkeeping and the remaining 85% in message transfers and mostly in waking up the joiner. Compared to an early implementation not using the wrapper described above, we achieve a 10 × speedup in join().

5.4 Overall
To evaluate the overall scalability of DiSquawk we use the Crypt, SOR, and Series benchmarks from the Java Grande [27] suite and the Black-Scholes benchmark from the PARSEC suite [5], ported to Java. Due to the lack of garbage collection and the upper limit of 4 GB heap we are unable to run reasonable workloads with the rest of the Java Grande benchmarks. These benchmarks require larger than 4 GB datasets to produce meaningful results on a large number of cores and some of them also create objects with short lifespans, relying on garbage collection to reclaim their memory. Series and Black-Scholes are embarrassingly parallel benchmarks. Each thread operates on a different subset of data from an input set and creates a new set with the corresponding results. Crypt comprises two embarrassingly parallel phases. In the first phase each thread encrypts a subset of the input data and then waits on a barrier. When all threads reach the barrier they proceed to decrypt each subset of the encrypted data. SOR performs a number of iterations where each thread acts on a different block of an array accessing the previous and next neighboring blocks as well. As a result, each iteration depends on the neighboring blocks. To ensure that the neighboring blocks are ready, SOR uses a volatile counter for each thread. This counter reflects the iteration the corresponding thread is on. Each thread updates the counter at the end of each iteration and accesses the two counters of the neighboring threads.

Figure 5 presents the speedup of the four benchmarks on both DiSquawk, running on the Formic-cube, and HotSpot running on a 4-chip NUMA machine with 16 cores per chip, totalling 64 cores. Since Formic-cube is a prototype clocked at 10MHz, a comparison of the throughput or the execution time is not possible, thus we chose to compare the applications’ scaling on both architectures. The presented speedups are over the performance of the application running on a single core on each architecture respectively. Since DiSquawk does not support JIT compilation, we also disable it in HotSpot (using the -Xint flag), this allows us to better understand the applications’ behavior on both architectures. The number of threads, one per core, is placed on the x-axis, and the speedup is placed on the y-axis. We observe that all benchmarks scale with the number of cores in both architectures. Black-Scholes and Series scale better on DiSquawk than HotSpot when using 32 or more cores, while Crypt performs better on HotSpot than DiSquawk when using up to 32 cores.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This work discusses the emerging key challenges of implementing a JVM on top of non-cache-coherent architectures with hundreds of cores. We propose new mechanisms, inspired by and improving on the existing literature, to overcome these challenges. We implement part of the proposed mechanisms in DiSquawk [1], the first, to the best of our knowledge, experimental open-source JVM that is capable of
running on top of a non-cache-coherent many-core architecture with hundreds of cores, and evaluate their performance on a FPGA-prototype, 512-core processor. Our measurements show that our proposed JVM design is reasonable and efficient even on limited, prototype hardware.
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